
Fall Festival 2024, KMC Brazil

Important Information for Campers

The only areas authorized for camping are those defined by Festival organizers. Anyone camping

in other areas will be asked to move their tent.

Natural areas present risks, such as irregularities and slopes in the terrain (slips, falls), venomous animals,

strong winds and rain, among others, and it is essential that campers are aware of these risks and adopt

measures to keep their own safety.

All campers must:

● Set up tents only in locations defined by the Festival organizers. If you do not have experience in

camping and contact with wild fauna and flora, avoid camping in areas closest to the forest;

● Not walk through the environmental preservation area (forest and surrounding areas). In this area

there are snakes such as rattlesnakes and other animals and insects that can cause serious injury;

● Not store food in the tents, except in tightly sealed containers. There is a risk of invasion by rodents

(which break through tents) and other animals and insects, looking for food;

● Not throw food or leftovers in the camping area or forest as this attracts insects and other animals.

For example, rodents are attracted to food and snakes to rodents;

● Always keep the tent closed when you are not present. This avoids the risk of an animal entering

the tent in your absence;

● Not leave items e.g. shoes outside your tent and always check shoes coats etc for insects before

putting them on;

● Not make sounds and noises that disturb other people and local fauna. For example, keep silence

after 10pm;

● Stake the tent well with tent spikes and, when disassembling the tent, remove and count whether

all the spikes have been removed from the ground. A buried and forgotten spike can cause serious

accidents for workers mowing the grass;

● Not use shortcuts and/or closed areas;

● Always use a flashlight when walking at night;

● Not light bonfires, stoves, candles or incense in any area of the KMC;

● Not carry knives, machetes, sickles or similar items;

● Be careful not to kill or injure any living being, whether animal or insect. It is forbidden to capture or

harass any insect or wild animal, as well as collecting plants from the conservation area.

We recommend you:

● Avoid using products with strong perfumes as they can attract bees and other insects;

● Use insect repellents;

● Use tents with sealed seams that are resistant to heavy rain, as well as resistant to very strong

winds.


